
Life teaches you more than school!
How far do you agree or disagree with this statement?

I mostly agree with this statement. At school we learn only facts at all subjects and
we rarely have experiments. At physics experiments are performed to verify that facts
are correct. The same is at chemistry, because we simply check some facts or we just
see the nice sides of chemistry. With this kind of work nothing requires thinking from
us. We merely see that experiment has shown us approximately the right result and
we don’t bother to think why is that slight difference. We just know that it must be
the truth what was said about and that we had to do something wrong at measuring.
Making an objection to your teacher or somebody else would convince you that they
are right (so why bother about). With the facts, that we get from school, we have a
sort of foundation for our real life, but without practice. In spite of that it is easier to
learn the theory than to put that theory into practice. At school we also don’t learn the
most fundamental things for our lives. These are for example: how to make a cup of
tea, how to prepare yourself a lunch, how to find yourself a job,... Later on when you
are adult and you have a job, you have to think with your own head and that is what
school doesn’t  prepare you for.  In real life things are different from those spoken
about at school. For example: If you have to move a block and you want to know
what is the force that is necessary to move it, you will find out that calculated one
isn’t the same as the real one.

I think that we must have more practice in research way of learning at school,
so that we have the opportunity to work and think in the way we are able to and we
want to. Life gives us practice and things that you can only find out by trying and
working them on your own.


